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that the Galaxy is in some way intimately connected with 
the distribution of the stars and nebulro of our Ky~t(.'m. 

Notes on Conjunction of Jupiter 
and Venus. 

:By P. C. BOSE. 

AT the latter end of January and the beginning of Fl'hl'llary 
Ia.st Astronomers an" Astrologers were busy discm::-:in!! the' 
effects of conjuncti()ns €If the various planets, Jllpit(·r. \'(,IlII;;, 
Satuhl. and Mars and our Satellite the Moon, I wa" intt'J'(·"t· 
ed in the- conjunction of Jupiter and Venus and the rate at 
which they were approaching each other made it clt'af to 
everybody about the earlier part of February, t.hat tnt> time 
of conjunction was not distant. The monthly notes of om' 
Society which I got some time ago were particularly retil'('·lIt 
about this phenomenon, but on the 31'd Feb1'llary n. ~h(\!'t 
paragraph appea.red in the Statesman which fixed thl' 
date as the 14th February, and it further I!tated that they will 
set together with a. separation of less than half a. dogl't!l', I 
wished to take Bome photographs of the event, and fOlin
nately 1 had just th6l+ had everything handy for it. I had 
a French lens of 1'4" aperture and about W focnl 1(>II)!lh, 
and I had these fitted. to a light hand-mude ('all1C'1'll hwly 
especially made for taking star p-hotogntplul. Till' piat{·:-; I 
used were Ilford's "Empress" Wllich as you all Imo\\' Ilre 
'f;w1.ce as mpid as Ilford's "Ordinary." I derided hl tukr· thrl'l} 
photos, one on the 13th, one on the 14th amt one 011 thr Lith. 
I simply allowed the planets to trail on the phth~li. 'l'ht, 1 hill 
~ots and lines represent Jupiter and tbe thick OIlCIi, Vt·IIUS. 

The photos were all taken at 7'15 on the reflpecti\'c datc'i\ alld 
~hen they were at an. altitude of 20° to 2;,)c. 'l'h" (·Xpo.~III·Oil 
glven were 21. 5 and 4 minutes respectively as 1 did not Iilw 
to introduce complications by bringing in star.; hy longcr 
exposures. On the 13th the planets were about 31 I) 
.. part. On the 14th they were less than If- apart. I could 
,not see the actual setting owing to smoke ncar tilt' horizon. 
but during the period of observation the anrrk l'cllIaim'd al
most invariable. But Mr. Mitchell told mel:! tbe otilt'l' day 
that he got an angle of about 34' with bis il1~tt'IL. 
ment at Bankura. Ban.ltura is about a degree or ,\ little 1I11)!'{, 

to the north·west ofCalcuUa. Thegentlemnn, wJw wrot(> in till' 
Bkttesll1an. must have calculated f01' some othl'r :".tatifltl \\'I.,t 
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of Calcutta. The photos are not as could be elpOOted but 
I am a new hand at the subject and should be excused: On 
the l~th by an inadvertence the glass side was e::qlosed. It 
was dIscovered too late, but as it gives the relative positions 
of the planets all right" I think not much harm is done. It 
is possible to get from the 1st and 3rd photos the actual angle 
between the planets at the nearest approach and the time it 
took place because these photos were taken every 24 ho1l1's. 
The fourth projection shows what it is like although the drawing 
is not at all perfect. 

The Absorption of Light in reference 
to the Infinity of the Universe. 

By REV. A. C. RIDSDALE, M.A., F.RA.S., F.R.MET.S., 
M. LOND. MATH. S., F.PH.S., A.L.C.M., FOREIG:N MEHlIEB 
SOCIETE ASTRONOMIQUE DE FRA.NCE. 

OF late years the important question has been much debat· 
ed, as to whether the stars of the universe occupy only a 
limited space, or on the other ha,nd are distributed without 
limit throughout infinite space. The answer largely depends 
upon the further question, as to whether light when traversing 
immense distances in space suffers diminution by absorption 
on its way to our Earth, or not. Firstly, we will as.'lOmefor 
the sake of argument, that the stars are infinitely distributed, 
and that light does not suffer absorption. And let us see 
what would follow. Now, with the Earth as centre of vision, 
we may assume, an infinite number of imaginary or geome
trical spherical surfaces, whose radii from the Earth are pro
portional to the natural sequence 1, 2, 3, 4,5, &c. Then the 
number of stars at the second surface will be ]by element
ary geometry four times the number at the first. And the 
stars at the distance of the third surface will be four times 
the number at the second, and so on. But at the same time 
the a.rca of the star-discs will vary inversely to the square of 
their distances. Thus, whilst the number of the stars at the 
second surface will be four times the number at the :first, yet, 
at the same time, the area of the individual star·discs will 
be diminished by one-fourth. Hence the total area of star 
surface at t.he second sphere will be equal to that at the first, 
and that at the thinl equal to that at the second, and so on to 
infinity. If then as per hypothesis, there be an in£nite 
number of these geometrical concentric surfaces, extending 
that is to an infinite distance from, the Earth, the whole faoe 
of the sky 'Would be covered with stars, with no intermission, 
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